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Interview with Al

Introduce yourself! hi i am al. (or this is what al want

to be put: ‘hi im al and i have a period inaccurate

obsession with bards. i think court bards are the

ideal career and if all else fails i will make my debut.’

: this is up to you if you want it���)

What are you most looking forward to for the UIL

show? this uil show im most looking forward to the

reactions of the audience and seeing what a FULL

tech crew can do in terms of creating a cohesive

design and executing it in a way that elevates the

entire show.

What is your favorite part working in this production?

my favorite part of working in this production would

just be how much fun i can have with the design

from just how the script is written and executed

and how fun it is to work mortality into the effects

and pieces used.

In the class itself? my favorite part of the class itself

is the little bonding moments we have before and

directly after the bell rings and sharing our collections

of brock pics.

As a senior, what are your goals for the future?

as a senior i am looking to attend scad with a major

in sound design with hopes to become an audio

engineer (thanks brock for telling me about it its

so yas and slay and the college i see myself enjoying

This month we had an amazing Troupe meeting filled
with love, fun, and sweets. The meeting began with

everyone writing affirmations for their fellow Thespians.
After affirming other people, they then affirmed

themselves. Following this, we split into groups and
made cards for Valentine’s Day and participated in
a theatre themed scavenger hunt. Everyone’s cards
were so creative and cute, and definitely filled a lot

of people’s hearts with love. The team who completed
the scavenger hunt the fastest got first dibs on snacks,
and we ended the meeting eating lots of cookies and
candy and just enjoying one and others’s presence.

interviewed nadege

What do u wish was different

How has your experience with rehearsals
been so far

What was your favorite memory from
your Uil experience this year

4. I'm thankful for the character(s) I've

1. As we near the competition, I feel like
rehearsals have been more about honing
in on refining moments within the play,

rather than fixing, so it's been a lot more
relaxed and fun.

2. My favourite memory from this year's
UIL is probably when we went bowling

together, I learned that I'm a pretty good
bowler.

3. If I could change anything about UIL,
I would change the time frame from 40

been chosen to play because it has helped
me grow immensely as an actor even

though it was a lot to take on. Nothing's
ever wrong with getting better.

minutes, because although it seems long,
it can put a lot of pressure on us to sort

of race against the clock which can create
issues with the acting aspect of the play.
What’s one thing you are thankful for in

during this process




